
Sub number Name/s of submitter/s PhoneSupport/oppose/neutral Submission Resolution sough of Council 

1 Elizabeth Holmes Warren 0274444272Oppose The subtle increases which have occurred already over the past decade have proven to seriously affect the quality of life in the surrounding residential, lifestyle and rural habitation I wish HDC decline the application

Mushroom farm seems to have blatant disregard for normal following of district rules, regulations and consent conditions regarding odour levels, pond construction and

building maintenance, and as such is not a desirable neighbour or corporate citizen, 

2 Rachel Kathleen & Andrew John French 0277334329Oppose On the grounds that it will create additional odour for HN residents. HDC has a duty to consider the well-being of the residents lving close to TMM. Decline all aspects of the application

The fould odour coming from TMM cannot be allowed to increase in either frequency or duration as it will negatively impact nearby residents, 

3 Caleb, Kevin & Paula Dresser 0274991265Oppose Increased production will result in a significant increase in smell. The increased smell would be disturbing, distrciting and have a negative impact overall, That HDC place consent on hold until a plan for smell mitigation is put in place and demonstrated to be effective

there should be a plan to mitigate the stench that results, if required via a change in location.  I want to be able to leave my home and walk in the fresh air

without being surrounded by a smell even more prominent than at current. Requests that the resource consent be put on hold until s plan for smell mitigation is in place and demonstrated to be effective.

4 Racheal Greer 021809523Support TMM is a long standing business in the community and enabling the increase will not only fund more money into the community and jobs, plus odour control I support the council to find in favour of TMM and approve the entire application 

to assist those currently affected. 

5 Mark Apatu - Apatu Farms Limited 021444580Support Apatu Farms supports the application made by TMM, We wish that consent be granted

6 Maxwell George Parkes 0211040266Support TMM has oeprated on this site for a number of years and employ a good number of locals, I do not think their operation should be curtailed by encroaching subdivisions Application be granted in its entirety

7 Andrea Paterson 0212357945Support I live in Brookvale Road and I do not have any concerns with regards to the above Wish that applicant be granted cosnent to increase production and for everything that is involved for them to achieve this

8 Rebecca Tough 0211687441Support I support TMM application, as I am an employee Wish that consent be granted 

9 Christine Cater Goldsmith 0273431304Support I fully support TMM for expanding their business, they have been part of the communinty for as long as I can remember (and I'm 55!). I grew up in Clive and sometimes we would get Please granted the application
the smell from Awatoto or the sewage works and never bothered us.  Proud to support them and I buy their mushrooms from the Far North where I live

10 Alex David Roy Robertson 021770403Support Support this based on the fact that it is likely to increase job numbers in the region and the supply of mushrooms from locals to locals. I am all for supporting the local economy and I have nothing to contest, local jobs, local benefit, I am all for the consent
always will be.  I agree to consent because my family have bought mushrooms directly from this farm for years and it is part of the local history 
and has held job numbers for locals for years,

11 Jaeden Minogue Russell 02102349133Support TMM should be able to expand as they have had a massive positive influence in the community for a very long time. I love the idea of more jobs being available I support everythiong TMM is proposing/applying to do/seeking support for.  They clearly have the best interest of the
as I personally believe it is hard to find work. The more jobs the better.  I do not see how TMM Ltd proposal will negatively affect the community  community at heart

12 Tairawhiti Alexandria Clarke 0223650331Support I agree to 100 tonnes, and support the application I wish the application be granted

13 Emma Ladd 0273419678Support Supports all parts, I think it should go ahead Wish the consent be granted. 

14 Julie Cronin 0274300299Support Support the application on the grounds that it is an existing business, built on a rural site suited to the purpose it was established for. The encroachment of the resdiential zone I wish the application be granted in full, with provison for expansion/extension in the future as required, and all new residential
could not have reasonably been forseen by the original business, and the business should not have to suffer for it.  The business is beneficial to the community, as an employer and encroachments be halted, or notifiable as encroaching on the buffer zone
through returning money to the community through staff spending and through local business commitments

15 Kane Grundy 0272432824Support I have worked at the site in question and believe their opeation is sound and that the odours are not significant for complaint.  TMM have done very well with modifications to Wish that HDC grant TMM the permission to expand the production facility and grant them the resource consent that the need to proceed
buildings and method to improve air quality and while working on the site did not find the organic odour stong or offensive. 

16 Philip Tasker-Poland 02102258262Support Support the increase in production of mushrooms to 100tonnes p/w, including increased compost production, extenstion of phase 1 bunker, a new phase 2 tunnel house, Wish the application be granted 

and an increase number in staff, and a recycled water/oxidation pond and associated pump shed

17 Jude Cairncross 0277152160Support Support the growth of this iconic industry in HN, it provides jobs for people and is a well known brand round the country.  I have lived above the farm several times over the past year I wish the application to be granted

and have only smelt the compost once, The farm was here before all the houses and deserves to be able to grow its business

18 Kerry John Pritchard 0277584452Support Support the application in its entirety I wish it granted

19 Carol Patricia Ferguson 0212570747Support I support the application by TMM to increase the IRP, including increase compost production, extension to phase 1 bunker, new phase 2 tunnel house increased staff, I support full application as it stands

and recycled water/oxidation pond and pumpshed

20 Colleen Bawden 0273257481Support TMM is well established and a well-known brand - a great asset to HN. It supplies us with fresh delicious mushrooms and the increased supply to meet demand will increase Wish that TMM be granted this application. 

employment/jobs opportunities in our region.  They should not be held back by council or local residents and should be able to expand

The mushroom farm has been there MUCH longer than the new subdivsion

21 Vincent Michaelsen 0224153918Support I run a napier business which relies on Te Mata musrooms, not only do they do a great job, but I'd like to contine to support a local business I would like to see this application granted

22 Ronnie Andrew Netane 0220856517Support TMM are one of my biggest clients as we look after all of their polypanel construction needs. I support TMM 100% as this will benefit the environment, local employment HDC should support TMM as they are will to solve the problem of odour coming from the plant 

and productivity of a locally owned and operated well established business

23 Stephen Ferguson 0275050009Support I support the application as this will grow jobs in the community and help the company better handle the odour that new neighbours are complaining about I support the application for the reasons mentioned prior

This business has been here for a lot longer than most residents.  Now a business is investing to remove odors these people knew about before building their houses.

24 Shantelle Turner 0210428870Support Support increase of land usage, increase of IRP of mushrooms onsite, increased compost production, extension buildings, increase of staff and implementation of pond and pump shed I seek the council to grant the above application to Te Mata mushrooms

25 Tiki Marra 0274415547Support Fully support, TMM is an iconic well managed HB busienss with a very small impact on the surrounding environment The consent must be granted and further positive support from both the HBRC and the HDC should be given

26 Amanda Mary Milne 0273184775Support Fully support. They run a great business and I love having them there as part of the Havelock community. Wish the application be granted 

27 Britten Ian Scott 0274467383Support Support application 100%.  We need more production & more employment in Hawkes Bay & people like Michael Whittaker need to be supported I seek a decision from HDC to grant Te Mata Mushroom Co 100% approval to their complete application.

28 Chanelle Bullock 0277581010Support My whole life Te Mata Mushrooms has given Jobs and income to HB, and the pride that Hawke’s Bay can grow fruit but has a long secured mushroom farm Granted we need to support our local businesses

29 Reuben Boyd 0212726662Support I am happy to support Te Mata mushrooms and the submission. I support Te Mata Mushrooms and wish they be granted the expansion of the bunkers 2 tunnel house, recycled water/oxidation pond, associated pump shed and employees

30 Liz Morrison 8768611Support An old established business has served Hawke’s bay for lots of years and been popular with every HB business and population, not every district has our comodity at their doorstep Granted

31 Lisa Batenburg 0298780024Support Increase in employment opportunities is beneficial to the region, Increase in production contributes to economic growth I support the proposal for an increase in the intensive rural production of Te Mata Mushrooms and believe that granting of this application can only be beneficial to the entire 

community and Hawke's Bay in general.

32 Karyn Craft 021778495Support Previous poor planning decisions by HDC have put TMM in this predicament of drastically reduced separation from residential neighbours. Grant the consent application

To help fund ongoing odour containment, they should be allowed to expand their production.

Decline with a requirement to satisfy all previous outstanding resource consent requirements.  Request all property improvements be achieved within first 8 months. 

33 Paul Terrence McCarthy 0274774010Oppose I have resided in the area for the last 12 years, up until 2015 I didn’t have a problem but now it has become nausiating, I ask Council to bring your picnic chair down to Arataki Road On completion of improvements compost production may be increased by 25 tonnes per 7 day period.  Further 2 year reviews could follow with the aim of increasing 

between 6am-730am or 830pm-930pm to take in the unpelasent odours that exist.   My major astonishment in this application is that we have owners  of the farm declaring that they measurement 

need to increase production to generate income to complete the planned improvements for the containment of odours.  This is like "putting the cart before the horse". and/or the number of home owners complaints.  This is Hawkes Bay's "Eden Park". Bite the bullet Te Mata Mushrooms - do yourself a favour and relocate or be happy

At the end of the day there is no guarantee that there will be sufficient business profits to enable the property improvements to be undertaken - it has certainly proven to be with getting away with the production levels you already have.

the case in the past due to non satisfaction of condition no. 13.   (COMPREHENSIVE SUBMISSION)

34 Brenda Harrington 0211873551Support Support Granted

35 The Speights Alehouse Napier 0274470220Support Support the full submission We wish for the application to be granted.  



36 Hawley Family Trust C/o Chris Hawley 0224587087Oppose That HDC financilly support the shifting of the composting facility owing to the continued evelopment of land within the recommended exclusion zone (Jacobs report, T&T review) That HDC financially support the resiting of TMM composting facility.  2 Submissions Received stating the same

37 Ross Todd, Rosco's Bulk Yard Limited 021703901Support I am in support of this increase in production as they provide a quality product in there mushrooms and in the compost of which I purchase and use a large quantity each month and is a Wish the application be granted 

vital part of my business and the increased production will cement a continuous supply which under the current production can be limited

38 Lynne Harrison 0211923778Support I support the submission. Te Mata are a long standing responsible employer who should be able to adapt their operation and expand Wish the application be granted.  

39 Hayden & Kelsi Senior 0212461167Oppose I'm against Te Mata Mushrooms expanding. The smell is horrendous and going from 25 tonnes to 100 tonnes is only going to make it worse. Wish the appliaction be declined

I think it's ridiculous that they're considering to expand the site because they're only going to get more complaints.  More housing is going in and the town is growing in that direction

I believe the best solution is to move out where land is cheaper and you have can expand as much as you want when you want.  The council should help and support them on this journey

40 Douglas Arthur & Ngaire Fay Fifield 8777890Oppose We feel TMM are just laughing at us local ratepayers and the HDC by blatently flaunting all the now in place bylaws, not paying fines and arrogantly making chagnes before applying Decline - compositing, additional bunkers, retrospective consent and odour 2 Submissions Received stating the same

for consent.  Retrospective consent should have been obtained BEFORE construction. 

41 Jeffery William & Beverly Dale Whittaker 0274582811Support Support the application to increase production.  Economies of scale will enable investment in info structure to address the ongoing odour complaints, introduce better processes and Over successive Councils planning decisions have been made that allowed the Residential growth of HN to drasticallty intrude on the activities of a viable and progressive industry

employ more local workers on a very regular basis. Expansion will enable the company to be more competetive on a nationwide scale It is time that the HBC accepted that as a consequence of their actions and that of the councils planners that they have placed the future of the business in jeopardy 

(Comprehensive submission) though the on going harassment of environmental proscecutions.  This lack of foresight has create enormous tension, financial cost and uncertainty for a very large employer in the district

This industry has operated in the district for over 50 years and the HDC is failing in their duty of care if the Council is not supportive of this applicaion to expand

42 Margaret Anne & Paul Leatham Davey 0274986267Support Proposal to increase compositng form 120 tonnes to 500 tonnes gives us cause for continuing concern.  We wish to be assured the company is genuine in its obligation to limit off site Supports application being granted subject to these condtions: implement odour mitigation prior to increasing production, and review operation practices to ensure current & proposed 

odour effects by implementing odour mitigation prior to increasing production.  (comprehensive submission) operations will limit the production of offensive odours and contain them to the site 

43 Derek John Lawson 0274422481Oppose Oppose the increase as it will increase the number of days the odour will penetrate the house especially when prevailing northerlys are blowing Wish that the consent be declined 

Cannot enjoy outdoor living in summer due to the smells.  When our kids were at Te Mata primary school they had to spend recess indoors 

(school has been around for longer (1958) compared to the mushroom farm (1967). 

44 Heather Jean Wilson 09 4339588Support I consider Te Mata mushrooms a great resource for Hastings area bringing in money, supporting locals with jobs and putting Hastings on the map as producer of high quality mushrooms. I would hope the council will grant the applicant their requests and would support the application

Because of this I would support Te Mata mushrooms intent to expand, becoming more viable as an operation while increasing labour requirements and income into the area.

45 William James Barker 8758237Support I fully support the application from Te Mata Mushrooms. They were growing mushrooms on this site long before any houses were built nearby The whole project should proceed

They are a significant employer in our community.

46 Barry Reece Pulford 0272885658Support The increase from 25 tonnes to 100 tonnes will not happen overnight, it may take years. This company produces an excellent product, provides employment for local people The application for land use consent from The Te Mata Mushroom Company Ltd is granted

and has been in business since 1967.  It is not the fault of the company that residential homes have moved closer and closer to the farm in the past 50 years. 

The local authorities are to blame for this. I grew up in Williams Street in the suburb of Mahora, which is quite close to the Tomoana Freezing Works.

 Sometimes on the odd day the smell from the Works was not pleasant but we accepted it as the freezing works was there long 

before we were and that fact that many of our close neighbours, friends and family worked at Tomoana.  Look at the devastation that happened to Mahora when the works closed,

 I would hate to see the mushroom farm force to move out of its present location if the application is declined. 

47 Mateja Kotnik 0223708610Support I support Te Mata Mushrooms expansion. Increasing production will bring a lot more money and jobs for HB.  TMM are prepared to do what they need to The resource consent should be granted

reduce the odour to keep the neighbours happy, but they need to be able to finance these costs, so they need to grow more mushrooms in order to do this. 

48 Paul W & Elaine M Rogers 8772232Oppose There have been attempts to rectify the problem but it continues to be an issue to varying degrees.  Increasing the production would indicate a logical conclusion of increase in odours. We ask that the Hastings District Council decline the Resource Consent.

Even if there are efforts made to mange odours there is no guarantee that they can be totally suppressed.  

Whilst Council have worked with the Mushroom Farm to resolve the odour issue it hasn't been successful.  This is an issue for ongoing housing development

With the increase in manufacturing will come an increase of heavy vehicles.

49 Alisha Agnew 0274043510Support I support Te Mata Mushrooms application. Previous poor planning decisions by HDC have put TMM in this predicament of drastically reduced separation from residential neighbours. Consent be granted 

To help fund ongoing odour contaiment, they should be allowed to expand their opeation.  

50 Christine L Blackberry 0272333327Support I support Te Mata Mushroom application that will allow increase in production. This will secure the future of the business, which has contributed to the community on the same site for Consent be granted 

50 years and wish to continue this. This is valuable primary industry and needs the support to expand which will enable upgrading of the site, 

while protecting the jobs of the current 120 staff and to create more jobs

51 Jean Te Huia 021709083Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

52 Steve McNamara 021477673Oppose I am vehmently opposed to this as many properties close to the site already struggle with the stench produced by HN Mushrooms who has been operating outside of Resource Consent Decline application. I will reconsider if the composting process is relocated to Waipukurau as I understand is happening 

boundaries for a long time 

53 Michael John Harris, Stephen Richard Harris, Harris Pumps & Filtration LTD0276418743Support As a local supplier to The Te Mata Mushrooms Company Ltd we are concerned the effect of turning down this consent will have on the local economy.  To grant the consent in its entirety

They contribute not only local jobs within the company but also supporting local businesses. The council should be supporting local companies that are 

investing in the local economy. If TMM are unable to contiune to grow and become more efficent in the current climate we risk loosing another valuable 

company from our district.  Established company's must not be encumbered from growth by urban sprawl.

54 Oswald Peter Church (Peter) 8778644Support I WHOLEHEARTEDLY SUPPORT THE APPLICATION TO INCREASE PRODUCTION AT THE FACILITY.  I have lived in the Brookvale area for 38 years and I have watched the l wish that the application be granted in full so that the operation can operate as efficiently as possible providing much needed employment in the area as well as a useful use of rural land.  

area drastically change during this time.  The stench from mushroom compost back then was overpowering on the days when compost was moved or turned. Too much land surrounding HN is now becoming unproductive as developers ( or would be developers ) landbank the area in anticipation of zoning changes.

The current owner has significantly improved discharge further until it is rarely smelt even in a stiff easterly breeze.  I live in a built up area approx 300m from the plant and find it clean  Hastings needs agriculture to survive, most business depends to some extent on the rural sector and land not being gainfully used achieves nothing and no employment of the population

and rarely do l smell a discharge.  Some residents who move into the area to be in a rural type environment with pleasant outlook are proving to be a problem nationwide as they want

the ambience as long as the country ceases to work.  The operation provides employment and an excellent use of rural land

55 Caron & Carl Wezel 0274337590Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

56 Mair Family Trust - Peter Mair 021953175Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

57 Allan Peter & Janet Karen Heeney 8771508Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

58 David & Sue Eddy 8758129Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

59 Bill & Linda Wezel 8777995Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

60 Murray V Graham 0273489961Support I support Te Mata Mushrooms application which will allow an increase in production and this will ensure the future of the business.  TMM is a very important primary sector operation The consents should be granted,  



and business, currently emplying 120 staff and not seaonal, thus giving families of the area full time employment.  This business has been has been operating on the same site for over

50 years and needs to continue.

61 TNZ Growing Products - Jacqui Jones & Corey Hodges0278393477Support Increased production would allow the company to further invest in odour control to the direct benefit of neighbouring properties. Relocation is not economically viable or desirable. We seek a ruling from the Hasting District Council in favour of the applicants submission to increase their existing IRP consent. 

An increase in production rates would provide the necessary economies of scale to make odour mitigation affordable. The predicted noise levels from the operation  of the proposed

facility would comply with relevant noise criteria.  Full time staff will also increase and will not cause any adverse effect on the function,  safety or capacity of the relevant road networks

with the increase in vehicle traffic. 

62 CDL Land NZ Ltd 8335012Oppose The propose activity does not promote sustainable management of natural and physical resources and is contrary to the purposes and principles of the RMA. CDL seeks that consent be declined.

Will have adverse effects which are more than minor  in respect of noise, dust, odour and traffic and the proposal does not adequately avoid, remedy or mitigate CDL also seek that this application be heard at the same time as the applicants applications to the HBRC.

those effects.  It is contrary to the relevant District Plan and Proposed District Plan. The proposal will continue to exacerbate the existing conflict between the 

proposed intensive operation and adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed residential zones.

63 Cecile Hurford 8774064Support I support them expanding as per their application. Te Mata Mushrooms is a valuable business in Havelock North and I enjoy cycling out there to get fresh mushrooms Consent should be granted 

I also believe that if they expand they are better able to deal with the smells from the compost, which has been a problem for local people for a while.

64 Vivienne Mary Foster 0274712375Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

65 Steve Foster 0272411049Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

66 Toni, Mike, Emma & George Frost 0272477932Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

67 Rachel Katharine Jane Williams-Wright 0275700292Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict between this intensive 

operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

I am recovering from leukaemia and I'm very concerned about air pollution having an impact on my health.  Recently we have noted mushrooms growing in our lawn

we have not fertilised our lawn, therefore we are concerned that mushroom spores are being put into the environment and landing in our garden. 

68 Ryan Gaffaney 0221769835Oppose Based on their existing track record of odour breaches of consent, Te Mata Mushrooms Company cannot be trusted to run their operation in a manner that will guarantee that offensive That the appliation be declined.  

and objectionable odour on adjoining residential activities will be avoided or mitigated such that the effects are no more than minor.

That if a significantly increased production is allowed and associated activities (including composting) by way of resource consent the activity will be lawfully established 

This will make it even more difficult to ensure compliance of offensive and objectionable odour effects that could occur should the 'new' operation be poorly managed 

It will be difficult to enforce the avoidance of offensive and objectionable odour effects once the scale and intensity of production is increased.  

That the adverse odour effects significantly affect (negatively) the quality of life of residents living in the area

69 Roger Millward 0211477184Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

70 Brian Allan & Diane Elizabeth Riddiford 0274820007Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

71 Daniel John Taylor 021849689Oppose I believe that further intensification by TMM will have a significant detrimental impact on the business surroundings, to an extent that substantially outweighs any benefits derived by the Request the application be declined, until such time as Council and the Community has confidence in TMM to meet it's regulatory and social obligations

company to the community.  It is my belief that if TMM are unable to meet current conditions, and comfortably co-exist with neighbours, that any intensification will simply exacerbate Should the decision be taken to approve the application, I request that the Council places strict, enforcable conditions on TMM with regards to environmental impact

an existing and long-standing, problem. Whilst the science in the proposal may appear sound at first reading,  I have very little confidence based on past behaviour that implementation caused by further intensifcation in such a way that minimises impact on residents during construction, and ultimately results in a business that has very low impact on

would be undertaken in a timely or comprehensive manner. TMM needs to earn the confidence of the community and regulators under current conditions its environment.  

before intensification should even be considered.  

72 Alison Kay & Kenneth Ian Foy 8779329Support We live in the area and are so thankful forliving in this neighbourhood, (Alison for 50 years , Ken 17 years ) for the large employment numbers of the mushroom farm, and their yummy Wish the consent be granted 

product AND the fact that the mushroom farm was here long before the council approved development of the neighbouring properties.  

Plus it has a great tourism venture planned for the future

73 Ronald William Satherley 8777269Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

74 Craig Hamish Satherley 0272426027Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent 2 Submissions Received stating the same

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

75 Craig Hamish Satherley 0272426027Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. 

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

76 Mason Ronald Satherley 021370941Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent 2 Submissions Received stating the same

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

77 Mason Ronald Satherley 021370941Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

78 Bruce Walter & Diana Gay Evans 8775875Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

79 Daniel John Russell 0210632886Oppose I live close to the site and I strongly oppose the application on the grounds that currently at 25t per week the smell is already offensive and increased production will make the smell I wish the council to decline the application until the smell produced by Te Mata Mushrooms has been dealt with.  

unbearable. I understand that Te Mata mushrooms has been established long before the houses arrived around them but production was a lot lower than it is now and until they can

mitigate the odours produced I don’t think it’s fair on the nearby residents to allow production to increase.  

Both councils allowed the area around Te Mata mushrooms to be built on and should take into consideration the wellbeing of its rate payers.

80 Steven Bradley Beech 021523875Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent



More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

81 Heidi Beech 0272135647Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

82 Rochelle Chadwick 0210487391Oppose I oppose the Submission as the current odor from the Mushroom farm is offensive and increasing production would make it unbearable to live in the current residential area. I wish for the application to be declined on the basis that he Odor Control hasn't been addressed despite previous guarantees to do so.

83 Donald Selwyn Whitfield 8778693Support All communities rely on successful businesses and especially production of food and natural produce from land. This business has been in operation for many years and can make good I seek the decision of the Hastings District Council to grant the Consent in full to the applicant

and productive use of the land it occupies to the benefit of citizens by way of employment, food production and even suitably processed waste is valuable to increase soil fertility in 

other places. While the land may be tempting to use for housing development and give rise to short term monetary profits, I believe that will not be in the best long term interests of the 

community and other areas closer to existing subdivisions should be considered for that purpose.

84 Kylie Foster, Paul Hawinkels & Garden Media Authority04 5282880Support Expansion will not only increase job opportunities onsite, but by being able to supply more mushrooms and mushroom compost, the cost is kept lower for customers We are in favour of the Te Mata Mushroom Proposal being granted.

Although the company has had some issues with smell in the past, from reports I have read, I believe this is far and few between, especially considering the amount of 

people in the area.  TMM is also working on providing solutions for this and by increasing production, will be able to further invest in better odour control management solutions. 

85 Brett Chapman, 3 Waters Manager 0274398032Oppose The AEE does not consider effects on the public drinking water supply located in Brookvale Rd. The proposed activity is within the source water catchment that draws water from the We seek to ensure that the applicant duly considers how their proposal may impact on the public water supply and that they engage with the water supplier on their proposal and any 

local groundwater system for a public water supply. This supply provides drinking water to the Havelock North community and has been subject to a significant contamination event in 2016. controls they propose to mitigate risks to the groundwater that is the source for the Brookvale water supply.

We oppose the application on the basis that the application has not considered the Brookvale bore 3 and water treatment plant that is located 300m down gradient of the TMM site

The application has not considered the effects of the proposed composting operation (leachate and wastewater treatment system) and the potential to impact on surface and 

groundwater quality in an area that is within the abstraction zone for a public water supply. The evidence from the Board of Inquiry as to the cause of public water supply contamination

in 2016 highlighted concerns with the extent of earthworks, stream diversions and activities within the Te Mata Mushrooms site that could impact on groundwater quality 

and compromise drinking water safety

86 Philippa Kate Taylor 0221534133Oppose I believe that expansion of both mushroom and compost production by TMM will have a significant detrimental impact on the residents nearby, to an extent that sustantially outweighs any I request the application be declined, until such time as TMM meet their currrent Resource consents, and Council and the Community has confidence in TMM to meet it's regulatory

benefits derived by the company or the community. TMM has failed to control the odour under its current operational model by breaching it current resource consent and attracting many, and social obligations. Should the decision be taken to approve the application, I request that the Council places strict, conditions on TMM with regards to environmental impact caused,

many complaints. One only needs to look at complaints registers, and action taken by Council previously, to understand that this is already a significant problem to the local community and that these and rigorously enforced, in such a way that minimises impact on residents during construction and beyond , and ultimately results in a business that has very 

Concerned about effect of continued odour problems and the intensificaiton and effect on house value, and others nearby. There are beautiful, sunny, Hawkes Bay days when we cannot enjoy low impact on it's environment

our outside living because the smell is so bad; we are forced back inside and can’t even have the windows open.  Until TMM are meeting their current Resource conditions, and can

comfortably co-exist with neighbours, they should not be permitted to expand their operations.  TMM needs to earn the confidence and trust of the community and regulators under

current conditions before intensification should be even considered.

87 Rachel Anna Landon 0210455944Oppose I oppose the application to increase compost production at the site on the basis that increased compost production could result in continued offensive odour from the site Wish the application be declined.  

or increased risk of contaimination of the Drinking Water supply. Te Mata Mushrooms is the frequent cause of offensive odours that impact our property If the application is granted I would like it amended to address the risk of expanding the compost production on the Havelock North drinking water supply.

I oppose the application to increase compost production at the site as I am concerned that increasing compost production will worsen the existing odour issues.  Conditions: existing offensive odour discharges to be resolved before increasing production of compost, notification to the community, the drinking water supplier and the consent authority

My view is that the existing odour problems should be resolved before consent is given to increase production at the site.  Further to the NES requirements the public inquiry into the  if an event eg overflow or leak from the oxidation pond) that could significantly affect the safety of a community drinking water supply occorus. 

Havelock North water contamination incident identified principles for safe drinking water including the fact that the protection of source water is of paramount importance. 

 AEE does not include any assessment of the environmental impact that the development will have on surface water runoff, groundwater, overflow or leakage from the 

recycled pond, and lack of consideration of Nes Sources of Drinking Water

88 Colin David & Susan Hunkin 8778680Oppose Applicant has shown he is unwilling/unable to control the odour which is often at a level which makes neighbours nauseous.  We are unable to enjoy the full use of our properties including The full application should be declined.  If the applicant wishes to increase production this should take place at a new location with no effect on neighbours

gardening and bbqs, as the odour cannot be accurately measured any increase in production would result in a proportionate increase in fould odour.

Retrospective appliction for oxidation pond must be declined, as this indicated the applicants contempt for the law and has proven he will never comply with the rules placed on him. 

89 Graeme Otton Robson 0272323896Support Previous poor planning by HDC has put TMMC in this predicament.  They are a business that has been here for 50+ years and emply 120+ staff.  They are a proud business that is good for Consent should be given to TMM

HN/Hastings and HB.  As they arent a seasonal operation the expansion will give more opportunies for employment. 

90 Heather Anne Cooper 8750325 / 0273924717Support Previous poor planning by HDC have put TMMC in this predicament by drastically reducing the seperation from resdiential subdivsions.  To help fund ongoing odour containment TMMC Consent should be granted

should be allowed to expand their production and also provide more employment to the people of HB

91 Ian Robert Chapman 0292959366Support Significant improvement and investment in recent years by TMMC to their manufacturing processes as both part of continued improvement and being a responsible business, HDC grant TMMC the right to increase their production at their Brookvale Site

the investments made have a huge financial impact on the business thus supports their continuation as a significant emplyer and to grow to cover costs of investment

"we cannot let rural business be contrained by a 'precious few' who come along later. 

92 Sarah Margaret Taylor 0223925914Oppose I can deal with the current stench, any more and I'd feel the need to close doors & windows.  Increased composing and production would iincrease the frequency and degree of smell I wish the applicant to be declined, 

93 Herman Stiefelhagen Oppose The existing situation regarding foul odour eminating from TMMC is already unbearable, making life miserable, often sickening and should have been stopped years ago. Consen should not be granted unless all odour eminating from their premises is eliminated.

94 George H & Gaileen D Reedy 06 2116827Oppose Increasing the IRP will rachet up the smell - we already smell bad odour, increasing production will increase the incidence. This will impact on the amenity value of our property Decline application 

95 John Anthony & Viviene Margret Scott 8452332Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

96 Marc David & Sally-Anne Herring 021560027Support The farm was in situ before and or prior to the council chnaging the residential status of the nearby land The submission be granted

97 Nicole Marcia Simon 02102206362Oppose A bigger operation will create more bad smells, living in proximity to TMM means that several times a week we are subjected to the most horrendous smell, Application should be declined due to ongoing issues with their breach of their current RC.  What is the latest on this? I went to a public meeting and HBRC admitted they were in breach

 often when entertaining on a Saturday evening or early morning.  Difficult to get smell out of house once inside but nothing has changed

98 Robert & Mary Layton 0220786695Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

99 Richard James & Margaret Valmai Evans 8758357 / 0210475517Support Supports TMM desire to increase production to be more competetive and enable them to improve odour control, they will employ more staff which arent seasonal, and TMM complements Support the application. 

the orchards & berry farms.  They are an asset to the area for employment year-round and spin off for other business

100 Landsdale Development Limited 0272888762 / 8762159Oppose TMM has a history of non compliance with its existing air discharge consent, and continually operates in a non-complying manner (appears earthworks were undertaken without consent) Applicant is aware of the existing consent renwals before HBRC and we believe it is appropriate that a Joint Hearing be held pursuant to s102 of the RMA.  Both apps are intrinsically linked

Stated mitigation measures in past consent have yet to be implemented and appears the applicant seeks to operate at an increased level without employing mitigation.  Seeks that all necessary mitigation measures are employed from the otuset and that there be no objectionable or offensive odours beyond the site

There will be increased cumulative effects, increased adverse environmental effects, and offensive and objectionable odours beyond the boundaries of the site.  The activity will be contrary to Any actual or poential effects on the surrounding residential environment are avoided, remedied or mitigated.  

the relevant obj/pols of the Proposed HDP and Part 2 of the RMA.  In its current form, seek application be declined. 

101 Andrew Quayle Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

102 Carolyn Elizabeth & Roger Horace Joseph Wallis 0274454787Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

103 Michael Bruce Fowler 0274521056Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

104 Luke Edward Donovan 021520851Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent



More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

104A Geoffrey Francis Donovan Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. 

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

105 JJ Lunam 0220432312Support between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. Application be granted 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

assocaited supply businesses, secure the future of the business which employs 120 staff, and financially supports hundreds indirectly, they should be supported in their endeavours as they have

contributed to the community for 50+ years and seek to do so for decades to come.  TMM is not a seasonal business like many in the region and provides low skilled and young adults into 

permanent jobs and careers 

106 Adam Mark Fyfe 0212431899Oppose Opposes the increase in compost production as the odours during mixing are "very bad" "I propose that the applicant is stopped from mixing compost at current site and shift it somewhere else anyway from everyone"

107 Mark Nelson Fyfe 0212431895Oppose Oppose the increased compost production as it smells very bad when this is mixed "Applicant needs to be declined on his request to increase compost production"

108 Regan & Bethany Senior 0212282817Oppose The odour associated with the composting is particularly objectionable where we live. We oppose any increase in odour That HDC does not grant consent for any activity which may increase odour for surrounding houses

Suggests HDC rezone TMM land to residential to make it more attractive & economic for TMM to sell the land and relocate elsewhere

109 Ann Marie Wilson & Ross Owen Smith 0273167477Oppose Oppose increase in production as the smell will increase & would be detrimental to our outdoor living.  We believe the excessive output & smell would effect the long term value of our home due Decline in all matters 

to current TMM issues have been heavily publicised and this consent will make matters worse

110 Kevin John & Margaret Williams 8771477Oppose Mr Whittaker has never made any effort to contact the residents to discuss or seek compromise, Whittaker has been abusive & the HBRC pollution hotline is the only avenue.  Wish consent be declined and that health issues be fully investigated, composting & associated activiteis should be removed.  

TMM have continued to use delay tactics since the HBRC abatement notice 6yrs ago

111 Zara Schollum 0226958986Support Support the expansion as it will help locals get jobs, and provide many unemplyed people with ways to support themselves/family That consent be granted. 

112 Timothy William Wood 021620653Support Supports TMM as increased prouction will create more jobs for the people of HB which is good for the economy That consent be granted. 

113 Lenie Doheslager Support Support the increase in production/expand site as it will create more work for local people That consent be granted. 

114 Jim & Margaret Cooper 8775542Support We support this as a normal farming practice and to support TMM to increase production to reach an economic level Support TMM and its endavous to increase production to an economic level

115 Nicole Marcia Simon 02102206362Oppose A bigger operation will create more bad smells, living in proximity to TMM means that several times a week we are subjected to the most horrendous smell,  often when entertaining on a TMM should be declined consent due to the ongoing issues with the breach of current consent 2 Submissions Received stating the same

Saturday evening or early morning.  Difficult to get smell out of house once inside

116 Leslie Falls 8778334Support Support all parts of application That consent be granted. 

117 Kay & John Sime Support I want to support local business That consent be granted. 

118 Judith Michele Lima 02102840020Support Increasing production will help secure the future of the business and provide more work for locals & keep growing awesome mushrooms That consent be granted. 

119 Potene Lima 8448033Support I am in total support of the farm staying open/expanding.  This farm was thre long befroe the houses began encroaching. Close the farm and local jobs will go, prices of mushrooms will soar as the Grant consent to keep farm and increase production

major South island supplier gainst market superiorty 

120 Daniel Juan Jones 8358873Support Supports the expansion of the farm from 25 to 100 tonne per week That consent to expand be granted. 

121 Douglas Arthur & Ngaire Fay Fifield 8777890Oppose We feel TMM are just laughing at us local ratepayers and the HHDC by blatently flaunting all the now in place bylaws, not paying fines and arrogantly making chagnes before applying for consent Decline - compositing, additional bunkers, retrospective consent and odour 2 Submissions Received stating the same

Retrospective consent should have been obtained BEFORE construction. 

122 Suzanne Harly 02102902104Support Supports the applicant to increase production and increase staff numbers That the applicant be granted consent. 

123 Andrew Plimmer & Jessica Foss-Plimmer 02040392984Support Increasing production and expanding the site will create more work for local businesses The consent should be granted, 

124 Layton Smith 0279522696Support Increasing the number of staff will help more low skilled workers and young adults into jobs, the company has supported the district for over 50 years This consent should be granted

125 William Andrew & Jan Rees 8770335Support I support the increase in production of mushrooms, this company has been at this site for several years & be allowed to expand production That approval be ganted to increase production of mushrooms as set out in the application

126 Margaret Anne & Paul Leatham Davey 0274986267Support Proposal to increase compositng form 120 tonnes to 500 tonnes gives us cause for continuing concern.  We wish to be assured the company is genuine in its obligation to limit off site odour effects Supports application being granted subject to these condtions: implement odour mitigation prior to increasing production, 2 Submissions Received stating the same

 by implementing odour mitigation prior to increasing production.  (comprehensive submission) and review operation practices to ensure current & proposed operations will limit the production of offensive odours and contain them to the site 

127 Joanna Catherine Charlton 0274131713Support Supports increasing production which will create more jobs for people of HB, benefits for low skilled workers & young adults trying to get jobs I want this application to be granted

128 Hendrick Stefanus & Mariana Faber 8772155Support Increasing the number of staff will help more HB to support themselves and their families, along with getting young adults into jobs Support this consent being granted

129 Kerrie Ann Lovell 8787012Support I support TMM application by increasing production and expanding the site will increase more work for local business Consent be granted. 

130 Martin Graham Speeden 0274863972Support Previous poor planning by HDC have put TMM in this predicament by drastically reducing he separation residential properties, Arataki Honey were helped to relocate across the road while TMM Grant consent.  If composting part cant get consent, HDC should be responsible to fund the cost of a new facility further away

were not supported.  Only way to fund ongoing odour containment is allowing expansion of production and their operation

131 Suzanne Brenda Stables 8700033Support Increasing and expanding production at the site will create more work for local people Consent be granted 

132 Kallam Ross McNabb, Ashley Jean Briggs & Ross John McNabb0279522214Support Supports increasing production and creating more jobs, mushroom farm has been there for 50+ years and have had a very hard time over last few years Consent be granted 

133 Robyn Margaret Boag 0272795064Support Supports the resource consent as it will help bring more jobs to the bay and help expand the business Wish the applicant be granted for all the submissions being asked for. 

134 Yi Pez Support Support TMM application, increasing production will creaet more jobs for the people of HB I want this consent to be granted 

135 Kerry Michele Mackintosh 8764047Support Expansion of this long established business and the related increase in employment is good for the growth of our local economy. Am more than satisfied with the proposed extensions and systems. I wish the application be granted 

136 David Mackintosh 02102446784Support TMM are an old established business producing an important food source and employing a big workforce - any expansion will be good for the region I wish the application be granted 

137 Clinton William Frater 0272842300Support TMM is a very small farm by comparision to Meadows & others round the world. Do we really want Council bad planning & whinging neighbours to put it out of business? Approve the consent. 

138 Jason Raymond Austin 02108506268Support Support a HB business trying to generate more income and jobs in HB The consent should be granted 

139 Kerrilyn Timms 8704711Support Increasing production and expanding the site will create more jobs for the people of HB Applicant to be granted. 

140 Hawley Family Trust C/o Chris Hawley 0224587087Oppose That HDC financilly support the shifting of the composting facility owing to the continued evelopment of land within the recommended exclusion zone (Jacobs report, T&T review) That HDC financially support the resiting of TMM composting facility.  2 Submissions Received stating the same

141 Katrina Simpson 0273760376Oppose It is bad enough with the smells and odours coming from the site, and they are wanting to increase by a huge amount! NO WAY! Declined - it shouldn’t increase in the size of the composting, nor do it over a 7 period.  

142 Derek John Lawson 0274422481Oppose Oppose the increase as it will increase the number of days the odour will penetrate the house especially when prevailing northerlys are blowing Wish that the consent be declined 

Cannot enjoy outdoor living in summer due to the smells.  When our kids were at Te Mata primary school they had to spend recess indoors (school 

has been around for longer (1958) compared to the mushroom farm (1967). 

143 HBRC - Ellen Humphries 06 8359200No commentNo comment, on the assumption that there are no changes to the current HBRC consent, and that the applicant has tallked with relevant Iwi authorities no requests



we will raise any concerns through the HBRC application

144 Greenstone Land Developments Limited 8789142 / 021464641Oppose PartIn general support of the increase production of mushrooms, but would prefer for the associated increase in compost to not occur on site, and that the composting operation be relocated away Seek that part of the application relating to increasing mushroom production be granted with condititons requiring production to take place off site

from residential land identiofied in HPUDS (Brookvale and Arataki) We seek to maintain and enhance the residential amenity of the area (current development of arataki motor lodge) Seek that part of the application to increase compost production on site be declined, 

(comprehensive submission with attachments and discussion of Proposed District Plan objectives/policies 

145 Paul Anthony Frost 069748257Oppose Believe the odour has changed signifcantly since change of ownership and reverse sensitivity should not be to blame.  Have undertaken surveys of residents who are in agreement Any consent granted should require upgrades be completed first and demonstrated to work (staged process).  

about increased odour, removal of trees has impact airflow.  (comprehensive submission with 2 attachments) Deadline for second round of upgrades must be completed. If commencement of the second round of upgrades is to remain contingent upon exceeding

200 tonnes a week a mechanism to ensure HBRC knows it has been exceeded

146 Darrel & June Hall 8338019Oppose The applicant does not pass the test on "there shall be no objectionable or offensive odour to the extent that it causes an adverse effect at or beyond the boundary of the site". Application should not be granted

Nothing in the application gives us confidence that our community will be able to enjoy our amenity and undertake their daily activities & be able to breath clean fresh air.  Application should be heard at a joint hearing with HBRC by independent commissioners

Industry codes of practice should not be relied on.  (comprehensive submission from a HBRC staff member)

147 Kevin Snee, CEO, HB District Health Board Oppose The neighbouring community is already reporting adverse health effects from the odour.  Ongoing exposure is known to be associated with adverse health effects, particularly mental health and Should consent be granted DHB requests the following conditons: 

sensitisation to odours at low levels.  Potential for Legionella longbeachae  to be discharged to air.  Proposal aims to reduce odours but does not appear to fully mitgate the odour effects and the 6 monthly report of odour complaints to HBRC and Medical Officer of Health

risks of microbiological discharges have not been assessed.  Concern with dicsharge of microbiological contaminants to groundwater not assessed, A complaints register should have columns for weather conditions and activity occuring at site

148 John & Lesley Hurrey Unknown

149 Heather Murphy 0272469733Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

150 Colin & Susan Mitchell 06 8776910Oppose That HDC oppose the application due to the persistent odour generated on a regular basis affects our quality of life and often have to refrain from sitting outdoors and come in and close all Consent should not be granted

our windows and doors

151 Patricia Ann & Graham John Kidd 8771755Oppose Oppose the application due to the already offensive stench and we have to endure and the mushroom spores growing in our garden Be declined due to the contaimination of air and the as yet unknown health risks. 

152 Karen & Russell Dalldorf 02102704083The odour generated is not appropriate over a residential area. Affects our lifestyle and outdoor enjoyment. Having to close doors/windows on a lovely day is not what we should have to do The applicant should not be granted permission

153 Helen Mary Lawson 0274463459Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

154 Birgit Endres & Leo Kronenburg (06) 221 6768Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

155 Karin Campbell Oppose Opposes the application because of the odours that are discharged Wish that the application be declined

156 Alexander Reid Montgomery 0210500496Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

157 Natalie Godber 8705414Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

158 Richard Tresidder 8787149Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

159 Dale Lynette Jackson 8776221Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

160 Anne & Ronald Cribb 0274863190Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

161 Bayne Dyres Walker 0212622206Oppose Does not promote sustainable management of natural & physical resources & contrary to the purposes & principles of the RMA. We seek the full application be declined.  Further seek that this application be heard at the same time as the HBRC odour consent

More than minor adverse effects eg noise dust odour traffic and no effort to avoid/remedy or mititgate those effects. This will exacerbate the existing conflict 

between this intensive operation and the adjacent residential activities within residential zones and proposed zones. 

We are sick and tired of the constant odour breaches, unacceptable noise, and increasing traffic and the impact it is having on our lives and property. 

162 Hastings District Council 09 3370700Oppose Supports joint hearing with HBRC.  Application didn’t adequately address the adverse effects of the increase in compost production and provision of Consent only be granted for that level of development need for compost production for which the odour 2 Submissions Received stating the same

means to avoid or mitigate.  Tonkin & Taylor peer reveiew of the odour assessment identifed some gaps; odour mitigation will not occur within 8mths effects can be mitigated otherwise consent be declined. 

Despite the T&T peer review being available since June 2017 an updated assessment has not been explored to address shortcomings of T&T review. If granted, LU consent be subject to a condition that ther be no offensive or objectionable odour


